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Any company that intermediates payments for other parties ─ such as a marketplace platform, a billing service, a payment

facilitator or a B2B platform provider ─ must take into consideration the applicability of money transmission licensing laws. Almost

all US states regulate money transmission under state-specific laws that, due to broad statutory definitions of regulated activity, can

cover any entity that receives money from a payor and disburses payments to a payee.

However, a number of state money transmission laws, including California’s Money Transmission Act (MTA), expressly exempt

from the licensing requirement a person that is acting as an “agent of a payee,” provided that certain specified criteria are met.

These criteria include an express agency appointment pursuant to a written agreement between the payee and the agent, and that

the payment to the agent satisfies the payor’s obligation to the payee. In addition, many statutory exemptions, including in the MTA,

require that the payor’s payment to the payee must be for goods and services provided by the payor to the payee. Therefore,

among other key issues, the question of what constitutes a good or a service can determine whether exemptions apply to a

particular intermediary’s activities.

In 2019, the California Department of Financial Protection and Innovation began a rulemaking process with an invitation for

comments on the scope of its statutory agent of a payee exemption, including the matter of what constitutes “goods and services.”

In April of 2020, the DFPI issued draft rules and then in July 2020 issued proposed modified text. If published in their current

form, the final rules, which the DFPI had indicated would be finalized by February 2021, would affirm a broad interpretation of the

scope of the exemption and of what constitutes “goods or services.” However, the final rules have not, to date, been published.

While awaiting the finalized regulation, the DFPI has remained active in addressing the scope of regulated money transmission

under the MTA. In particular, in a January opinion letter the DFPI indicated that California’s statutory agent of a payee exemption,

Cal. Fin. Code § 2010(l), can apply to sales of so-called “closed loop” stored value ─ i.e., stored value that can only be redeemed

for goods and services provided by the merchant issuing the stored value. In the same letter, the DFPI also affirmed ─ without

explanation ─ that “So long as the agent-of-payee exemption applies to a [purchase] transaction, the exemption also applies to a

[r]efund of the same transaction.”

In another letter addressing similar facts in early February, the DFPI reaffirmed that “the exemption can be applied to transactions

involving payments to purchase closed loop stored value because the sale or issuance of closed loop stored value is not money

transmission.” 

In a slightly different vein, the DFPI issued a separate recent opinion letter concluding that a specific type of payments activity did

not meet the definition of money transmission in the first place. According to the letter, the payment processor provides a service

whereby a US customer provides an authorization to initiate a funds transfer, at which point the company places a hold of funds on

the sender’s debit card and then settles the specified amount of funds from a local-country settlement account to the designated

recipient’s mobile wallet or bank account. The company represented that the funds are immediately available for the designated

recipient to use and that after the designated recipient has been paid, the company reimburses itself by charging the sender’s debit
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card to initiating payment of funds from the sender to itself. The DFPI explained that because the funds are paid to the recipient

before the company is reimbursed, it never “receives money for transmission.” Therefore, the activity was not subject to regulation

as money transmission under the MTA.
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